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Unit 2: Relational Data Model 

 2.1The Relational Algebra 

 

The relational algebra is a procedural query language.  

It consists of a set of operations that take one or two relations as input and produce a new 

relation as their result. The fundamental operations in the relational algebra are select, project, 

union, set difference, Cartesian product, and rename.  

 

Fundamental Operations 

 

The select, project, and rename operations are called unary operations, because they operate on 

one relation. The other three operations operate on pairs of relations and are, therefore, called 

binary operations. 

 

The Select Operation 

 

The select operation selects tuples that satisfy a given predicate.  

We use the lowercase Greek letter sigma (σ) to denote selection.  

The predicate appears as a subscript to σ.  

The argument relation is in parentheses after the σ.  

Eg. To select those tuples of the loan relation where the branch is “Perryridge,” we write 
σbranch-name = “Perryridge” (loan) 

 

The Project Operation 

 

The project operation is a unary operation that returns its argument relation, with certain 

attributes left out. Since a relation is a set, any duplicate rows are eliminated.  

Projection is denoted by the uppercase Greek letter pi (Π).  

We list those attributes that we wish to appear in the result as a subscript to Π.  

The argument relation follows in parentheses.  

Eg. we write the query to list all loan numbers and the amount of the loan as 
Πloan-number , amount (loan) 

 

Composition of Relational Operations 

Con-sider the more complicated query “Find those customers who live in Harrison.” We write: 
Πcustomer -name (σcustomer -city = “Harrison” (customer )) 

Notice that, instead of giving the name of a relation as the argument of the projection operation, 

we give an expression that evaluates to a relation. 

 

The Union Operation 
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We know how to find the names of all customers with a loan in the bank: 
Πcustomer -name (borrower ) 

We also know how to find the names of all customers with an account in the bank: 
Πcustomer -name (depositor ) 

We need the union of these two sets; that is, we need all customer names that appear in either or 

both of the two relations. We find these data by the binary operation union, denoted, as in set 

theory, by ∪ . So the expression needed is 
Πcustomer -name (borrower ) ∪  Πcustomer -name (depositor ) 

 

The Set Difference Operation 

 

The set-difference operation, denoted by −, allows us to find tuples that are in one relation but 

are not in another. The expression r − s produces a relation containing those tuples in r but not 

in s. 

We can find all customers of the bank who have an account but not a loan by writing 
Πcustomer -name (depositor ) − Πcustomer -name (borrower ) 

 

The Cartesian-Product Operation 

 

The Cartesian-product operation, denoted by a cross (×), allows us to combine in-formation 

from any two relations. We write the Cartesian product of relations r1 and r2 as r1 × r2. 

 

For example, the relation schema for r = borrower × loan is 

 

(borrower.customer-name, borrower.loan-number, loan.loan-number, loan.branch-name, 

loan.amount) 

 

The Rename Operation 
 
 The expression ρx(A1,A2,...,An ) 

(E) returns the result of expression E under the name x, and with 

the attributes renamed to A1, A2, . . . , An. 

 

2.1.1 Formal Definition of the Relational Algebra 

 

The operations in Section 3.2.1 allow us to give a complete definition of an expression in the 

relational algebra. A basic expression in the relational algebra consists of either one of the 

following: 

 

• A relation in the database  

• A constant relation  
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A constant relation is written by listing its tuples within { }, for example { (A-101, Downtown, 

500) (A-215, Mianus, 700) }. 

A general expression in relational algebra is constructed out of smaller subexpressions. Let E1 

and E2 be relational-algebra expressions. Then, these are all relational-algebra expressions: 

 

• E1  ∪  E2  

• E1  − E2  

• E1  × E2  

• σP (E1), where P is a predicate on attributes in E1  

• ΠS (E1), where S is a list consisting of some of the attributes in E1  

• ρx (E1), where x is the new name for the result of E1  

 

 

2.1.2 Additional Operations 

The Set-Intersection Operation 

 

The first additional-relational algebra operation that we shall define is set intersection (∩). 

Suppose that we wish to find all customers who have both a loan and an account. Using set 

intersection, we can write 

 
Πcustomer -name (borrower ) ∩ Πcustomer -name (depositor ) 

 

Note that we can rewrite any relational algebra expression that uses set intersection by 

replacing the intersection operation with a pair of set-difference operations as: 

r ∩ s = r − (r − s) 

Thus, set intersection is not a fundamental operation and does not add any power to the 

relational algebra. It is simply more convenient to write r ∩ s than to write r − (r − s). 

 

The Natural-Join Operation 

 

The natural join is a binary operation that allows us to combine certain selections and a 

Cartesian product into one operation. The natural-join operation forms a Cartesian product of its 

two arguments, performs a selection forcing equality on those attributes that appear in both 

relation schemas, and finally removes duplicate attributes. 

 

Consider the query “Find the names of all customers who have a loan at the bank, along with 

the loan number and the loan amount.” We first form the Cartesian product of the borrower and 

loan relations. Then, we select those tuples that pertain to only the same loan-number, followed 

by the projection of the resulting customer-name, loan-number, and amount: 
Πcustomer -name, loan.loan-number , amount 
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(σborrower .loan-number = loan.loan-number (borrower  × loan)) 

 

The Division Operation  
 
The division operation, denoted by ÷, is suited to queries that include the phrase “for all.” 

Suppose that we wish to find all customers who have an account at all the branches located in 

Brooklyn. We can obtain all branches in Brooklyn by the expres-sion 
r1  =  Πbranch-name (σbranch-city = “Brooklyn” (branch)) 

 

We can find all (customer-name, branch-name) pairs for which the customer has an account 

at a branch by writing 
r2  =  Πcustomer -name, branch-name (depositor 1 account ) 

Now, we need to find customers who appear in r2 with every branch name in r1. The 

operation that provides exactly those customers is the divide operation. We formulate the query 

by writing 

 
Πcustomer -name, branch-name (depositor 1 account ) ÷ Πbranch-name (σbranch-city = “Brooklyn” 

(branch)) 

 

 

2.2Aggregate Functions 

 

Aggregate functions take a collection of values and return a single value as a result.  

For example, the aggregate function sum takes a collection of values and returns the sum of the 

values. Thus, the function sum applied on the collection{1, 1, 3, 4, 4, 11} 

 

customer-name   credit-available 

 

Curry 250 

Jones 5300 

Smith 1600 

Hayes 0 
Figure  The result of Πcustomer -name, (limit − credit-balance) as credit-available (credit -info). 

 

returns the value 24.  

The aggregate function avg returns the average of the values.  

The aggregate function count returns the number of the elements in the collection. 

Other common aggregate functions include min and max, which return the minimum and 

maximum values in a collection. 

 

The relational-algebra expression for this query is: 
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Gsum(salary)(pt-works) 
Gcount-distinct(branch-name)(pt-works) 

 

The following expression using the aggregation operator G achieves the desired result: 

branch-name Gsum(salary)(pt -works ) 

 

2.3 Outer Join 

 

The outer-join operation is an extension of the join operation to deal with missing information. 

Suppose that we have the relations with the following schemas, which contain data on full-time 

employees: 

 

employee (employee-name, street, city) ft-works (employee-name, branch-name, salary) 

 

The left outer join takes all tuples in the left relation that did not match with any tuple in the 

right relation, pads the tuples with null values for all other attributes from the right relation, and 

adds them to the result of the natural join.  

The right outer join is symmetric with the left outer join: It pads tuples from the right 

relation that did not match any from the left relation with nulls and adds them to the result of the 

natural join.  

The full outer joindoes both of those operations, padding tuples from the left relation that did 

not match any from the right relation, as well as tuples from the right relation that did not match 

any from the left relation, and adding them to the result of the join.  

 

2.4 Relational Data Model 

Relational data model is the primary data model, which is used widely around the world for data 

storage and processing. This model is simple and it has all the properties and capabilities 

required to process data with storage efficiency. 

Concepts 

Tables − In relational data model, relations are saved in the format of Tables. This format stores 

the relation among entities. A table has rows and columns, where rows represents records and 

columns represent the attributes. 

Tuple − A single row of a table, which contains a single record for that relation is called a tuple. 

Relation instance − A finite set of tuples in the relational database system represents relation 

instance. Relation instances do not have duplicate tuples. 

Relation schema − A relation schema describes the relation name (table name), attributes, and 

their names. 

Relation key − Each row has one or more attributes, known as relation key, which can identify 

the row in the relation (table) uniquely. 

Attribute domain − Every attribute has some pre-defined value scope, known as attribute 
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domain. 

 

2.5 Integrity Constraints: 

Every relation has some conditions that must hold for it to be a valid relation. These conditions 

are called Relational Integrity Constraints. There are three main integrity constraints − 

 Key constraints 

 Domain constraints 

 Referential integrity constraints 

Key Constraints 

There must be at least one minimal subset of attributes in the relation, which can identify a tuple 

uniquely. This minimal subset of attributes is called key for that relation. If there are more than 

one such minimal subsets, these are calledcandidate keys. 

Key constraints force that − 

 in a relation with a key attribute, no two tuples can have identical values for key 

attributes. 

 a key attribute can not have NULL values. 

Key constraints are also referred to as Entity Constraints. 

 

Domain Constraints 

Domain means column.Condtraints on column.Attributes have specific values in real-world 

scenario. For example, age can only be a positive integer. The same constraints have been tried 

to employ on the attributes of a relation. Every attribute is bound to have a specific range of 

values. For example, age cannot be less than zero and telephone numbers cannot contain a digit 

outside 0-9. 

i)Unique- Used to prevent duplicate values 

Unique(A1,A2,A3) 

 

ii)Check constraint-It specifies predicate P must be true for every tuple in relation. 

Check (balance >100) 

 

 

Referential integrity Constraints 

Referential integrity constraints work on the concept of Foreign Keys. A foreign key is a key 

attribute of a relation that can be referred in other relation. 

Referential integrity constraint states that if a relation refers to a key attribute of a different or 

same relation, then that key element must exist. 
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2.6 The Tuple Relational Calculus 

When we write a relational-algebra expression, we provide a sequence of procedures 

that generates the answer to our query. The tuple relational calculus, by contrast, is a 

nonprocedural query language. It describes the desired information without giving 

a specific procedure for obtaining that information. 

A query in the tuple relational calculus is expressed as 

{t | P(t)} 

that is, it is the set of all tuples t such that predicate P is true for t. Following our 

earlier notation, we use t[A] to denote the value of tuple t on attribute A, andwe use 

t ∈ r to denote that tuple t is in relation r. 

 

Example Queries 

Say that we want to find the branch-name, loan-number, and amount for loans of over 

$1200: 

{t | t ∈  loan ∧  t[amount] > 1200} 

Suppose that we want only the loan-number attribute, rather than all attributes of the 

loan relation. To write this query in the tuple relational calculus, we need to write 

an expression for a relation on the schema (loan-number). We need those tuples on 

(loan-number) such that there is a tuple in loan with the amount attribute > 1200. To 

express this request, we need the construct “there exists” from mathematical logic. 

The notation 

∃  t ∈  r (Q(t)) 

means “there exists a tuple t in relation r such that predicate Q(t) is true.” 

Using this notation, we can write the query “Find the loan number for each loan 

of an amount greater than $1200” as 

{t | ∃  s ∈  loan (t[loan-number] = s[loan-number] 

∧  s[amount] > 1200)} 

In English, we read the preceding expression as “The set of all tuples t such that there 

exists a tuple s in relation loan for which the values of t and s for the loan-number 

attribute are equal, and the value of s for the amount attribute is greater than $1200.” 

Tuple variable t is defined on only the loan-number attribute, since that is the only 

attribute having a condition specified for t. Thus, the result is a relation on (loannumber). 

Consider the query “Find the names of all customers who have a loan from the 

Perryridge branch.” This query is slightly more complex than the previous queries, 

since it involves two relations: borrower and loan. As we shall see, however, all it  

requires is that we have two “there exists” clauses in our tuple-relational-calculus 

expression, connected by and (∧ ).We write the query as follows: 

 

{t | ∃ s ∈ borrower (t[customer-name] = s[customer-name] 

∧ ∃ u ∈ loan (u[loan-number] = s[loan-number ] 
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∧ u[branch-name] = “Perryridge”))} 

In English, this expression is “The set of all (customer-name) tuples for which the customer 

has a loan that is at the Perryridge branch.” Tuple variable u ensures that the 

customer is a borrower at the Perryridge branch. Tuple variable s is restricted to pertain 

to the same loan number as s. Figure 3.37 shows the result of this query. 

To find all customers who have a loan, an account, or both at the bank, we used 

the union operation in the relational algebra. In the tuple relational calculus, we shall 

need two “there exists” clauses, connected by or (∨): 

{t | ∃ s ∈ borrower (t[customer-name] = s[customer-name]) 

∨ ∃ u ∈ depositor (t[customer-name] = u[customer-name])} 

 

This expression gives us the set of all customer-name tuples for which at least one of 

the following holds: 

• The customer-name appears in some tuple of the borrower relation as a borrower 

from the bank. 

• The customer-name appears in some tuple of the depositor relation as a depositor 

of the bank. 

 

Now consider the query “Find all customers who have an account at the bank but 

do not have a loan from the bank.” The tuple-relational-calculus expression for this 

query is similar to the expressions that we have just seen, except for the use of the not 

(￢) symbol: 

{t | ∃ u ∈ depositor (t[customer-name] = u[customer-name]) 

∧ ￢ ∃ s ∈ borrower (t[customer-name] = s[customer-name])} 

 

 

 

The Domain Relational Calculus 

 

A second form of relational calculus, called domain relational calculus, uses domain 

variables that take on values from an attributes domain, rather than values for an 

entire tuple. The domain relational calculus, however, is closely related to the tuple 

relational calculus. 

Domain relational calculus serves as the theoretical basis of the widely used QBE 

language, just as relational algebra serves as the basis for the SQL language. 

 

Formal Definition 

An expression in the domain relational calculus is of the form 

{< x1, x2, . . . , xn > | P(x1, x2, . . . , xn)} 

where x1, x2, . . . , xn represent domain variables. P represents a formula composed 
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of atoms, as was the case in the tuple relational calculus. An atom in the domain 

relational calculus has one of the following forms: 

< x1, x2, . . . , xn > ∈ r, where r is a relation on n attributes and x1, x2, . . . , xn 

are domain variables or domain constants. 

 

2.7 Database Schema 

When we talk about a database, we must differentiate between the database schema, 

which is the logical design of the database, and a database instance, which is a snapshot 

of the data in the database at a given instant in time. 

The concept of a relation corresponds to the programming-language notion of a 

variable. The concept of a relation schema corresponds to the programming-language 

notion of type definition. 

 

It is convenient to give a name to a relation schema, just as we give names to type 

definitions in programming languages. We adopt the convention of using lowercase 

names for relations, and names beginning with an uppercase letter for relation 

schemas. Following this notation, we use Account-schema to denote the relation 

schema for relation account. Thus, 

Account-schema = (account-number, branch-name, balance) 

We denote the fact that account is a relation on Account-schema by 

account(Account-schema) 

 

The concept of a relation instance corresponds to the programming language notion 

of a value of a variable. The value of a given variable may change with time; 

similarly the contents of a relation instance may change with time as the relation is 

updated. However, we often simply say “relation” when we actually mean “relation 

instance.”.The instance is design of database at particular moment of time. 

 

RELATIONAL MODEL CONCEPTS: 

The relational model represents the database as a collection of relations. 

                                      
Fig: account relation 

 Basic Structure: 

Consider the account table of above Figure. It has three column headers: account-number, 

branch-name, and balance., we refer to these headers as attributes . 
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domain :For each attribute, there is a set of permitted values, called the domain of that attribute. 

For the attribute branch-name, for example, the domain is the set of all branch names.  

Let’ D1 denote the set of all account numbers,  

D2 the set of all branch names 

 D3 the set of all balances.  

In general, account will contain only a subset of the set of all possible 

rows. Therefore, account is a subset of D1 × D2 × D3. 

In general, a table of n attributes must be a subset of D1 × D2 × · · · × Dn−1 × Dn. 

Relation: is a subset of a Cartesian product of a list of domains.  

Tuple:each row of the table is referred to as a tuple. 

In the account relation, there are seven tuples. Let the tuple variable t refer to the first tuple of the 

relation.We use the notation t[account-number] to denote the value of t on the account-number 

attribute. Thus, t[account-number] = “A-101,” and t[branch-name] = “Downtown”. 

Alternatively, we may write t[1] to denote the value of tuple t on the first attribute (account-

number), t[2] to denote branch-name, and so on. Since a relation is a set of tuples, we use the 

mathematical notation of t ∈  r to denote that tuple t is in relation r. The order in which tuples 

appear in a relation is irrelevant, since a relation is a set of tuples. 

-for all relations r, the domains of all attributes of r be atomic.  

-It is possible for several attributes to have the same domain. For example, suppose that we have 

a relation customer that has the three attributes customer-name, 

 Keys 

We must have a way to specify how entities within a given entity set are distinguished.The 

values of the attribute values of an entity must be such that they can uniquely identify the entity. 

In other words, no two entities in an entity set are allowed to have exactly the same value for all 

attributes. 

*A superkey is a set of one or more attributes that, taken collectively, allow us to identify 

uniquely an entity in the entity set. For example, the customer-id attribute of the entity set 

customer is sufficient to distinguish one customer entity from another. Thus, customer-id is a 

superkey. Similarly, the combination of customer-name and customer-id is a superkey for the 

entity set customer. The customer-name attribute of customer is not a superkey, because several 

people might have the same name. The concept of a superkey is not sufficient for our purposes, 

since, as we saw, a superkey may contain extraneous attributes.  

candidate keys :minimal superkeys are called candidate keys. 

It is possible that several distinct sets of attributes could serve as a candidate key. Suppose that a 

combination of customer-name and customer-street is sufficient to distinguish among members 

of the customer entity set. Then, both {customer-id} and {customer-name, customer-street} are 

candidate keys. Although the attributes customerid and customer-name together can distinguish 

customer entities, their combination does not form a candidate key, since the attribute customer-

id alone is a candidate key.  

Primary key:attribute that can uniquely identify tuples of that relation is called primary key. 

The primary key should be chosen such that its attributes are never, or very rarely, changed. For 

instance, the address field of a person should not be part of the primary key, since it is likely to 

change. Social-security numbers, on the other hand, are guaranteed to never change.  

foreign key: R1 contains forign key which is a primary key of r2. 

This attribute is called a foreign key from r1, referencing r2. The relation r1 is also called the 

referencing relation of the foreign key dependency, and r2 is called the referenced relation of the 
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foreign key. For example, the attribute branch-name in Account-schema is a foreign key from 

Account-schema referencing Branch-schema, since branch-name is the primary key of Branch-

schema. 

Normalization of Database 

Database Normalisation is a technique of organizing the data in the database. Normalization is a 

systematic approach of decomposing tables to eliminate data redundancy and undesirable 

characteristics like Insertion, Update and Deletion Anamolies. It is a multi-step process that puts 

data into tabular form by removing duplicated data from the relation tables. 

Normalization is used for mainly two purpose, 

 Eliminating reduntant(useless) data. 

 Ensuring data dependencies make sense i.e data is logically stored. 

Problems without Normalization 

Without Normalization, it becomes difficult to handle and update the database, without facing 

data loss. Insertion, Updation and Deletion Anamolies are very frequent if Database is not 

Normalized. To understand these anomalies let us take an example of Student table. 

S_id S_Name S_Address Subject_opted 

401 Adam Noida Bio 

402 Alex Panipat Maths 

403 Stuart Jammu Maths 

404 Adam Noida Physics 

 

 Updation Anamoly : To update address of a student who occurs twice or more than twice in 

a table, we will have to update S_Address column in all the rows, else data will become 

inconsistent. 
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 Insertion Anamoly : Suppose for a new admission, we have a Student id(S_id), name and 

address of a student but if student has not opted for any subjects yet then we have to 

insert NULL there, leading to Insertion Anamoly. 

 Deletion Anamoly : If (S_id) 401 has only one subject and temporarily he drops it, when we 

delete that row, entire student record will be deleted along with it. 

Normalization rule are divided into following normal form. 

1. First Normal Form 

2. Second Normal Form 

3. Third Normal Form 

4. BCNF 

3.3.1 First Normal Form: 

As per First Normal Form, no two Rows of data must contain repeating group of information i.e 

each set of column must have a unique value, such that multiple columns cannot be used to fetch 

the same row. Each table should be organized into rows, and each row should have a primary 

key that distinguishes it as unique. 

The Primary key is usually a single column, but sometimes more than one column can be 

combined to create a single primary key. For example consider a table which is not in First 

normal form 

Student Table : 

Student Age Subject 
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Adam 15 Biology, Maths 

Alex 14 Maths 

Stuart 17 Maths 

In First Normal Form, any row must not have a column in which more than one value is saved, 

like separated with commas. Rather than that, we must separate such data into multiple rows. 

Student Table following 1NF will be : 

Student Age Subject 

Adam 15 Biology 

Adam 15 Maths 

Alex 14 Maths 

Stuart 17 Maths 

Using the First Normal Form, data redundancy increases, as there will be many columns with 

same data in multiple rows but each row as a whole will be unique. 

3.3.2 Second Normal Form (2NF) 

As per the Second Normal Form there must not be any partial dependency of any column on 

primary key. It means that for a table that has concatenated primary key, each column in the 

table that is not part of the primary key must depend upon the entire concatenated key for its 
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existence. If any column depends only on one part of the concatenated key, then the table 

fails Second normal form. 

In example of First Normal Form there are two rows for Adam, to include multiple subjects that 

he has opted for. While this is searchable, and follows First normal form, it is an inefficient use 

of space. Also in the above Table in First Normal Form, while the candidate key is 

{Student, Subject}, Age of Student only depends on Student column, which is incorrect as per 

Second Normal Form. To achieve second normal form, it would be helpful to split out the 

subjects into an independent table, and match them up using the student names as foreign keys. 

New Student Table following 2NF will be : 

Student Age 

Adam 15 

Alex 14 

Stuart 17 

In Student Table the candidate key will be Student column, because all other column i.e Age is 

dependent on it. 

New Subject Table introduced for 2NF will be : 

Student Subject 

Adam Biology 

Adam Maths 
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Alex Maths 

Stuart Maths 

In Subject Table the candidate key will be {Student, Subject} column. Now, both the above 

tables qualifies for Second Normal Form and will never suffer from Update Anomalies. 

Although there are a few complex cases in which table in Second Normal Form suffers Update 

Anomalies, and to handle those scenarios Third Normal Form is there. 

3.3.4 Third Normal form (3NF) 

Third Normal form applies that every non-prime attribute of table must be dependent on 

primary key, or we can say that, there should not be the case that a non-prime attribute is 

determined by another non-prime attribute. So this transitive functional dependency should be 

removed from the table and also the table must be in Second Normal form. For example, 

consider a table with following fields. 

Student_Detail Table : 

Student_id Student_name DOB Street city State Zip 

In this table Student_id is Primary key, but street, city and state depends upon Zip. The 

dependency between zip and other fields is called transitive dependency. Hence to apply 3NF, 

we need to move the street, city and state to new table, with Zip as primary key. 

New Student_Detail Table : 

Student_id Student_name DOB Zip 

Address Table : 
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Zip Street city state 

 

The advantage of removing transtive dependency is, 

 Amount of data duplication is reduced. 

 Data integrity achieved. 

3.3.4 Boyce and Codd Normal Form is a higher version of the Third Normal form. This form 

deals with certain type of anamoly that is not handled by 3NF. A 3NF table which does not have 

multiple overlapping candidate keys is said to be in BCNF. For a table to be in BCNF, following 

conditions must be satisfied: 

 R must be in 3rd Normal Form 

 and, for each functional dependency ( X -> Y ), X should be a super Key. 
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 and, for each functional dependency ( X -> Y ), X should be a super Key.

 

 Functional Dependencies 

 Functional dependencies play a key role in differentiating good database designs from 

bad database designs. A functional dependency is a type of constraint that is a 

generalization of the notion of key 

 The notion of functional dependency generalizes the notion of superkey. Consider a 

relation schema R, and let α ⊆ R and β ⊆ R. The functional dependency 

 α →β holds on schema R if, in any legal relation r(R), for all pairs of tuples t1 and t2 in r 

such that t1[α] = t2[α], it is also the case that t1[β] = t2[β]. 

 Using the functional-dependency notation, we say that K is a superkey of R if K → R. 

That is, K is a superkey if, whenever t1[K] = t2[K], it is also the case that t1[R] = t2[R] 

(that is, t1 = t2). 
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 Functional dependencies allow us to express constraints that we cannot express with 

superkeys. Consider the schema 

 Loan-info-schema = (loan-number, branch-name, customer-name, amount) 

  The set of functional dependencies that we expect to hold on this relation schema is 

 loan-number →amount 

 loan-number →branch-name 

 We would not, however, expect the functional dependency 

 loan-number →customer-name 

 to hold, since, in general, a given loan can be made to more than one customer (for 

 example, to both members of a husband–wife pair). 

 We shall use functional dependencies in two ways: 

 1. To test relations to see whether they are legal under a given set of functional 

dependencies. If a relation r is legal under a set F of functional dependencies, we say that 

r satisfies F. 

 2. To specify constraints on the set of legal relations. We shall thus concern ourselves 

 with only those relations that satisfy a given set of functional dependencies. If we wish to 

constrain ourselves to relations on schema R that satisfy a set F of functional 

dependencies, we say that F holds on R. 

 3.5.1Closure of a Set of Functional Dependencies 

 It is not sufficient to consider the given set of functional dependencies. Rather, we need 

to consider all functional dependencies that hold.We shall see that, given a set F of 

functional dependencies, we can prove that certain other functional dependencies 

hold.We say that such functional dependencies are “logically implied” by F. 

  

 Let F be a set of functional dependencies. The closure of F, denoted by F+, is the set of 

all functional dependencies logically implied by F. Given F, we can compute F+ directly 

from the formal definition of functional dependency. If F were large, this process would 
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be lengthy and difficult. Such a computation of F+ requires arguments of the type just 

used to show that A → H is in the closure of our example set of dependencies. 

 Axioms, or rules of inference, provide a simpler technique for reasoning about functional 

dependencies. 

  

 We can use the following three rules to find logically implied functional dependencies. 

By applying these rules repeatedly, we can find all of F+, given F. This collection of 

rules is called Armstrong’s axioms in honor of the person who first proposed it. 

 • Reflexivity rule. If α is a set of attributes and β ⊆ α, then α →β holds. 

 • Augmentation rule. If α → β holds and γ is a set of attributes, then γα → γβ holds. 

 • Transitivity rule. If α →β holds and β → γ holds, then α → γ holds. 

    Union rule. If α → β holds and α → γ holds, then α →βγ holds. 

 • Decomposition rule. If α →βγ holds, then α → β holds and α →γ holds. 

 • Pseudotransitivity rule. If α→β holds and γβ →δ holds, then αγ →δ holds. 

  

 Let us apply our rules to the example of schema R = (A, B, C, G, H, I) and the set F of 

functional dependencies {A → B, A → C, CG → H, CG → I, B → H}. We list several 

members of F+ here: 

 • A → H. Since A → B and B → H hold, we apply the transitivity rule. Observe that it 

was much easier to use Armstrong’s axioms to show that A → H holds than it was to 

argue directly from the definitions. 

 • CG → HI . Since CG → H and CG → I , the union rule implies that CG → HI . 

 • AG → I. Since A → C and CG → I, the pseudotransitivity rule implies that 

 AG → I holds. 

 Another way of finding that AG → I holds is as follows. We use the augmentation 

 rule on A → C to infer AG → CG. Applying the transitivity rule to 

 this dependency and CG → I, we infer AG → I. 
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ER Data Model: 

 

The entity-relationship (E-R) data model perceives the real world as consisting of  basic 

objects, called entities, and relationships among these objects. It was developed to facilitate 

database design by allowing specification of an enterprise schema, which represents the overall 

logical structure of a database. The E-R data model is one of several semantic data models; the 

semantic aspect of the model lies in its representation of the meaning of the data. The E-R model 

is very useful in mapping the meanings and interactions of real-world enterprises onto a 

conceptual schema. Because of this usefulness, many database-design tools draw on concepts 

from the E-R model. 

 

An entity is a “thing” or “object” in the real world that is distinguishable from all other objects. 

For example, each person in an enterprise is an entity. An entity has a set of properties, and the 

values for some set of properties may uniquely identify an entity. For instance, a person may 

have a person-id property whose value uniquely identifies that person. Thus, the value 677-89-

9011 for person-id would uniquely identify one particular person in the enterprise. Similarly, 

loans can be thought of as entities, and loan number L-15 at the Perryridge branch uniquely 

identifies a loan entity. An entity may be concrete, such as a person or a book, or it may be 

abstract, such as a loan, or a holiday, or a concept. 

An entity set is a set of entities of the same type that share the same properties, or attributes. The 

set of all persons who are customers at a given bank, for example, can be defined as the entity set 

customer. An entity is represented by a set of attributes. Attributes are descriptive properties 

possessed by each member of an entity set. The designation of an attribute for an entity set 

expresses that the database stores similar information concerning each entity in the entity set; 

however, each entity may have its own value for each attribute. Possible attributes of the 

customer entity set are customer-id, customer-name, customerstreet, and customer-city. In real 

life, there would be further attributes, such as street number, apartment number, state, postal 

code, and country, but we omit them to keep our examples simple. Possible attributes of the loan 

entity set are loan-number and amount. 

 

An attribute, as used in the E-R model, can be characterized by the following attribute types. 

 

Simple and composite attributes Simple attributes  are not divided into subparts. Composite 

attributes, on the other hand, can be divided into subparts (that is, other attributes). For example, 

an attribute name could be structured as a composite attribute consisting of first-name, middle-

initial, and last-name. Using composite attributes in a design schema is a good choice if a user 

will wish to refer to an entire attribute on some occasions, and to only a component of the 

attribute on other occasions. Suppose we were to substitute for the customer entity-set attributes 

customer-street and customer-city the composite attribute address with the attributes street, city, 

state, and zip-code.2 Composite attributes help us to group together related attributes, making the 

modeling cleaner. 

 

Single-valued and multivalued attributes. The attributes in our examples all have a single value 

for a particular entity. For instance, the loan-number attribute for a specific loan entity refers to 

only one loan number. Such attributes are said to be single valued. There may be instances 

where an attribute has a set of values for a specific entity. Consider an employee entity set with 
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the attribute phone-number. An employee may have zero, one, or several phone numbers, and 

different employees may have different numbers of phones. This type of attribute is said to be 

multivalued 

 

Derived attribute. The value for this type of attribute can be derived from the values of other 

related attributes or entities. For instance, let us say that the customer entity set has an attribute 

loans-held, which represents how many loans a customer has from the bank.We can derive the 

value for this attribute by counting the number of loan entities associated with that customer. 

 

Relationship Sets 

 

A relationship is an association among several entities. 

 

Consider the two entity sets customer and loan in Figure 2.1. We define the relationship set 

borrower to denote the association between customers and the bank loans that the customers 

have.  

The function that an entity plays in a relationship is called that entity’s role.  A relationship may 

also have attributes called descriptive attributes.  

The relationship sets borrower and loan-branch provide an example of a binary relationship set 

— that is, one that involves two entity sets. Most of the relationship sets in a database system are 

binary.Occasionally, however, relationship sets involve more than two entity sets. The number of 

entity sets that participate in a relationship set is also the degree of the relationship set. A binary 

relationship set is of degree 2; a ternary relationship set is of degree 3. 

 

 

Mapping Cardinalities 

Mapping cardinalities, or cardinality ratios, express the number of entities to which another 

entity can be associated via a relationship set. Mapping cardinalities are most useful in 

describing binary relationship sets, although they can contribute to the description of relationship 

sets that involve more than two entity sets. In this section, we shall concentrate on only binary 

relationship sets. 

 

For a binary relationship set R between entity sets A and B, the mapping cardinality must be one 

of the following: 

• One to one. An entity in A is associated with at most one entity in B, and an entity in B is 

associated with at most one entity in A.  

• One to many. An entity in A is associated with any number (zero or more) of entities in B. An 

entity in B, however, can be associated with at most one entity in A.  

• Many to one. An entity in A is associated with at most one entity in B. An entity in B, however, 

can be associated with any number (zero or more) of entities in A.  

• Many to many. An entity in A is associated with any number (zero or more) of entities in B, 

and an entity in B is associated with any number (zero or more) of entities in A.  
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Entity-Relationship Diagram 
 
As we saw briefly in Section 1.4, an E-R diagram can express the overall logical structure of a 

database graphically. E-R diagrams are simple and clear qualities that may well account in large 

part for the widespread use of the E-R model. Such a diagram consists of the following major 

components: 
 

• Rectangles, which represent entity sets  
 

• Ellipses, which represent attributes  
 

• Diamonds, which represent relationship sets  
 

• Lines, which link attributes to entity sets and entity sets to relationship sets  
 

• Double ellipses, which represent multivalued attributes  
 

• Dashed ellipses, which denote derived attributes  
 

• Double lines, which indicate total participation of an entity in a relation-ship set  
 

• Double rectangles, which represent weak entity sets  
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The relationship set borrower may be many-to-many, one-to-many, many-to-one, or one-to-

one. To distinguish among these types, we draw either a directed line (→) or an undirected line ( 

— ) between the relationship set and the entity set in question. 
 

• A directed line from the relationship set borrower to the entity set loan specifies that borrower is 

either a one-to-one or many-to-one relationship set, from customer to loan; borrower cannot be a 

many-to-many or a one-to-many relationship set from customer to loan.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

• An undirected line from the relationship set borrower to the entity set loan specifies that 

borrower is either a many-to-many or one-to-many relationship set from customer to loan.  
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Weak Entity Sets 

An entity set may not have sufficient attributes to form a primary key. Such an entity set is 

termed a weak entity set.  

An entity set that has a primary key is termed a strong entity set. 

For a weak entity set to be meaningful, it must be associated with another entity set, called the 

identifying or owner entity set. The relationship associating the weak entity set with the 

identifying entity set is called the identifying relationship. 

. The discriminator of a weak entity set is a set of at-tributes that allows this distinction to be 

made. For example, the discriminator of the weak entity set payment is the attribute payment-

number, since, for each loan, a payment number uniquely identifies one single payment for that 

loan.  

The discriminator of a weak entity set is also called the partial key of the entity set. 
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Extended E-R Features 

 

 Extended features of E- R consists of specialization, generalization, attribute inheritance, and 

aggregation. 

 

Specialization 

The process of designating subgroupings within an entity set is called specialization. 

Consider an entity set person, with attributes name, street, and city. A person may be further 

classified as one of the following: 

• customer  

• employee  

Each of these person types is described by a set of attributes that includes all the at-tributes of 

entity set person plus possibly additional attributes. For example, customer entities may be 

described further by the attribute customer-id, whereas employee entities may be described 

further by the attributes employee-id and salary. The specialization of person allows us to 

distinguish among persons according to whether they are employees or customers. 

 

Generalization 

There are similarities between the customer entity set and the employee entity set in the sense 

that they have several attributes in common. This commonality can be expressed by 

generalization.Higher- and lower-level entity sets also may be designated by the terms 

superclass and subclass, respectively. The person entity set is the superclass of the customer and 

employee subclasses. 
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Specialization stems from a single entity set; it emphasizes differences among entities 

within the set by creating distinct lower-level entity sets.  

 

Attribute Inheritance 

A crucial property of the higher- and lower-level entities created by specialization and 

generalization is attribute inheritance. The attributes of the higher-level entity sets are said to 

be inherited by the lower-level entity sets. For example, customer and employee inherit the 

attributes of person. Thus, customer is described by its name, street, and city attributes, and 

additionally a customer-id attribute; employee is described by its name, street, and city attributes, 

and additionally employee-id and salary attributes. 

 

 Aggregation 

Aggregation express relationships among relationships. Aggregation is an abstraction through 

which relationships are treated as higher-level entities.  
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Fig: ER diagram for bank 
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